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the redactor from P, So in these three verses which Driver gives to 3 he says

that there occur three expressions which he regard* as distinctive P phrase..

In a passage described as belonging to 3 "in the main" the Redactor has put in

three phrases which really are P phrases. Why would the Redactor do that? If

he is going to take three verses and change three different expressions in them

to fit with P why did he not change the whole thing throughout so that the

documents could not be distinguished?

T!-,e ararient fro" words to prove distinct style has to be used with very

great caution if it is going to really be valid. Bnt even using the critics'

own argument the point is at they do not corry it through consistently be

cri1ee in l-ioet every case here will be some ;uch footnote as the following

given by Bri'ittnan in corinectiounwith 3xocius +.29-3l : "Almost all critics agree ta

that Aaron was prcbbly unknown to the oldest 3 trauition. Aaron In a S context

is superfluous, a R; . . . i (Sources 91 the Hezateuch p. P2)

IT The Theory does not generally maintain individual writers but schools.

1+ is held that the P writers wre a "our of men who over a lone period

of time wrote end built up and .nl'rge& their work. !'he as" was a'eped of the

3 writers and, of the £ writers. CrjticcI books written forty years ao woui say

that you could divide S Into SI, J2, 33; Z Into El, E, 13; P into P1, P2, P3 and

so on. Of late there has been a swing away from such fragmentation . (. W.

Ander-soncontends, "We cannot return to the hair-spLitting analyses which were fashion

able about half a century ago, but must be content sometimes to leave the lines of

demarcation between the sources va"ialy defined." ( Critical Introduction to t

Q4 Tstamenit p. 55) . Still whereas we find critical scholars such as Speiser

affirming concerning S that It goes without ssying that a work with such distinc

tive personal traits could stem only from an individual. anthor"(Genesis, p.xzviIt),

Sp.iser still bebt.U. that "vaasanIptotMbstdnMvendse*asf" is that "P was

not an individual, or even a group of like-minded contemporaries but a school with
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